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An Alternative Approach to the Gaussian Noise
Model and its System Implications
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Abstract—This paper presents an alternative derivation of the
Gaussian noise (GN) model of the nonlinear interference (NLI)
in strongly dispersive optical systems. The basic idea is to exploit
an enhanced regular perturbation expansion of the NLI, which
highlights several interesting features of the GN model. Using the
framework, we derive a fast algorithm to evaluate the received NLI
power spectral density (PSD) for any input PSD. In the paper we
also provide an asymptotic expression of the NLI PSD which fur-
ther speeds up the computation without losing significant accuracy.
Moreover, we show how the asymptotic expression can be used to
optimize system performance. For instance, we are able to prove
why a flat spectrum is best to minimize the NLI variance when the
input is constrained to a fixed bandwidth and power. Finally, we
also provide a generalization of the NLI GN model to arbitrarily
correlated X and Y polarizations.

Index Terms—Gaussian Noise (GN) model, perturbation
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISPERSION-Uncompensated (DU) coherent systems are
becoming the new paradigm for high rate long-haul optical

transmission systems and networks. The distinctive feature of
these highly dispersive systems is a Gaussian distribution of the
received sampled signal [1], [2], a consequence of the addition
of very many comparable-size nonlinear field interferers from
symbol times even far away from the symbol of interest. The
Gaussian nature of both the nonlinear interference (NLI) and the
amplified spontaneous emission noise fields brings the theory of
these nonlinear optical coherent communication systems back to
the standard additive Gaussian noise (GN) model of most non-
optical telecommunications literature, and allows elementary
system optimization rules based on the electrical signal to noise
ratio [3]–[5].

Several analytical models for performance evaluation and
design of such systems have been proposed [6]–[10], which all
share the same underlying basic assumption that nonlinearity
is a small perturbation of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(NLSE) of propagation. Among these, the GN model developed
in [8], [10] is particularly attractive since it is able to provide a
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simple formula for the NLI power spectral density (PSD), the so
called GN reference formula (GNRF). The GN model is based
on two fundamental assumptions:

1) the NLI field can be approximated by the first-order regular
perturbation (RP) method;

2) the signal at the input of the nonlinear optical link is a
stationary circular complex Gaussian process.

We showed in [11] that the errors in performance estimation
induced by these two assumptions partially compensate each
other, yielding good predictions of the GNRF.

The detailed proof of the GNRF with uncorrelated X and Y
polarizations was provided by Johannisson et al. [12] and by
Poggiolini et al. [13]. In [14] we proposed an alternative proof
working in the frequency domain. All these proofs start from
the main integral equation describing the RP NLI field [6], [15]
as a sum of cubic beating terms weighted by the kernel of the
integral equation.

The formal elegance and simplicity of the GNRF is remark-
able, but despite approximate explicit solutions exist in special
cases [10], the numerical evaluation of the NLI PSD using the
GNRF for a generic input PSD is still a hard task, calling for
a complexity of the order of O(M 3), with M the number of
discrete frequencies of the input PSD.

In this paper we provide a new look at the GN model which
does not stem form the kernel-based integral equation. We in-
deed exploit the enhanced-RP (eRP) method which allows to
avoid extra secular terms in the RP expansion. Thanks to its for-
mal simplicity, the idea can be used to write a very fast RP-based
algorithm with complexity O(M log M) for the accurate solu-
tion of the NLI PSD, whatever the input PSD. The algorithm can
be applied to periodic dispersion managed (DM) optical links,
whereof DU are a special case. Moreover, we show that the pro-
posed algorithm also provides additional insight into the main
features of the GN model, e.g., a simple proof that the optimal
input PSD minimizing the NLI variance over a fixed bandwidth
is flat in frequency. By means of asymptotic expansion theory,
we also show interesting approximations of the GNRF that can
further speed up the numerical computation of the NLI PSD.
We finally show in an Appendix how using the new approach
the model can be extended to the dual-polarization case with
possibly correlated X and Y polarizations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review
the basic RP and eRP theory, showing some important impli-
cations in DU systems and different numerical algorithms for
their solution. In Section III we provide the new proof of the
GNRF using the eRP method. In Section IV we use asymptotic
expansion theory to provide approximations of the GNRF in
the new eRP formulation. We show that the proposed expansion
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can drastically speed up the numerical solution of the NLI PSD
without losing in accuracy. Using the asymptotic expansion of
the NLI PSD we are also able to infer the best shape of the
transmitted PSD constrained to a fixed bandwidth and power.

II. RP MODELS

A considerable amount of literature has been published on the
perturbative solution of the NLSE [16]–[21]. The general ap-
proach based on Volterra series expansion [20] has been shown
to coincide with the RP solution of the NLSE [18]. Generally
speaking, the electric field 1 Ã(L, ω) after distance L and at an-
gular frequency ω under the RP first order approximation (RP1)
can be written [22] as Ã(L, ω) � Ã0(L, ω) + γÃ1(L, ω), with
γ the nonlinear coefficient of the optical fiber. Ã0(L, ω) is the
unperturbed solution of the NLSE, thus affected by linear effects
only. Ã1(L, ω) accounts for a first-order perturbation of the Kerr
effect, and may be interpreted as a sum of first-order four wave
mixing (FWM) fields among signal spectral lines [10], [23]. The
general RP1 theory requires γ to be a “small parameter”, such
that a Taylor series in γ can be safely truncated to first order.
However, γ is generally a function of the propagation coordi-
nate, hence it cannot be treated as just a parameter. A simple
workaround is to artificially multiply the nonlinear term of the
NLSE by a dummy parameter, say ε, and then to search for a
RP expansion in terms of ε [22]. Finally, setting ε = 1 yields
the desired RP approximation. In the following we will use this
point of view.

The basic RP1 solution generally fails in approximating the
exact solution if the reference system under which the Taylor
expansion is performed is not appropriately chosen. Since the
Kerr effect manifests first of all as a self phase modulation
(SPM), in [18] it was shown that deriving the RP1 in a refer-
ence system rotated by a proper time-constant phase is more
accurate than in the original reference system at the transmitter.
The corresponding RP method, called the eRP, was shown [18,
(31)] to be identical to the RP method by substituting the nonlin-
ear term |A|2 A of the normalized NLSE with (|A|2 − P̂ )A. In
single-channel 10 Gb/s on–off keying (OOK) transmissions over
DM systems the power P̂ was chosen equal to the transmitted
peak power [18]. The rationale was that in the small disper-
sion regime an OOK constellation remains almost unchanged
in such an SPM-rotated reference system, thus justifying an
RP expansion. However, since a DU system works in the large-
dispersion regime, we investigated the SPM-induced phase rota-
tion by numerical simulation. We estimated the nonlinear phase
experienced by a quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) sig-
nal at pulse centers, after scalar propagation in a DU system
with different values of dispersion. The link was DU, 20 × 100
km long, with total dispersion compensation at the end of the
link. Fibers, modeled by the split step Fourier method (SSFM),
had attenuation 0.2 dB/km, variable dispersion, nonlinear index
γ = 1.3 1/mW/km. The transmitted signal had average power of
−3 dBm and symbol rate R = 28 Gbaud. The elementary pulses

1The Fourier transform is defined here as Ã(L, ω) = F {A(L, t)} =∫ ∞
−∞ A(L, t)e−j ω t dt .

Fig. 1. Top: Ratio between the SSFM-estimated phase Φ induced by the Kerr
effect at the pulse centers and the theoretical average phase ΦNL versus fiber
dispersion D. 20 × 100 km DU link. Single channel, QPSK at R = 28 Gbaud.
Bottom: best P̂ /P minimizing the standard deviation of the error between
eRP and SSFM. N × 100 km 11 channel QPSK transmission with random D,
N and R. For reference, a D = 17 ps/nm/km link working at 28 Gbaud has
D · R2 = 13328 [ps/nm/km·Gbaud2 ].

were Gaussian shaped by exp
(
−t2/(2T 2

0 )
)

with T0 = 1/(6R),
which well emulated a 33% duty cycle transmission. We used
Gaussian pulses since a straightforward application of the the-
ory in [16] allowed us to build an analytical model (not reported
here) that cross-validated the single-channel result in Fig. 1, to
be described next.

For the above periodic system, the nonlinear phase induced
by SPM over a constant signal of power P is [24]

ΦNL(P ) = γPLeff N. (1)

Leff being the fiber effective length and N the number of spans.
The ratio between the nonlinear phase estimated at pulse centers,
called Φ, and ΦNL(P ), with P the average power of the train
of pulses, is plotted in Fig. 1 (top) versus fiber dispersion at
P = −3 dBm. It is worth noting that the ratio saturates to 2 at
practical dispersions greater than 1 ps/nm/km, so that in the large
dispersion regime the nonlinear phase is 2 times the nonlinear
phase induced by the average power, as previously observed in
[25], [13]. At small dispersions the factor saturates instead to
3.65, which is the peak-to-average power ratio of the transmitted
signal, confirming that in the small dispersion regime of typical
DM systems the peak nonlinear phase must be considered, as
in [18]. According to the eRP idea, choosing P̂ = Φ/(γLeff N)
such that the new reference system tracks the nonlinear induced
phase rotation improves the accuracy of the RP perturbation.
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The dependence of P̂ on dispersion observed in single-
channel transmission does not appear in practical wavelength
division multiplexed (WDM) DU systems. To support this claim,
we simulated a scalar 11 channel DU system, QPSK modulated
with non-return to zero pulses, 50 GHz channel spacing. We
selected the following parameters according to a uniform ran-
dom distribution: dispersion from 0.1 to 100 ps/nm/km; number
of spans from 4 to 30; symbol rate from 10 to 32 Gbaud. 100
different seeds were tested and we measured the corresponding
best value of power P̂ that minimizes the normalized standard
deviation between the eRP and SSFM solutions of the WDM
field [18, (27)]. Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the ratio P̂ /P versus
D · R2 , which can be translated into a ratio of nonlinear phases
according to (1). Such a ratio is seen to be very close to the
value 2 over a wide range of D · R2 values. The factor 2 comes
from the degeneracy factor of both intra- and inter-channel cross
phase modulation. In dual-polarization the factor becomes 3/2,
as discussed in Appendix C. Note that the eRP was tacitly used
in [10], [13] and related to the nonlinear constellation phase
rotation in [12].

Another improvement to the basic RP1 solution is
the first order logarithmic perturbation (LP) [26], [27],
which approximates the electric field as A(z, t) � A0(z, t) ·
exp(−jA1(z, t)/A0(z, t)). At time instants such that
|A1(z, t)| > |A0(z, t)| the approximation may diverge, and in
such a case one switches back to the RP1 solution [27]. The
first order LP solution (LP1) converges to the exact one in the
limit of very small dispersion; on the other hand, it is diffi-
cult to justify the statistics of the received field in the strongly
dispersive regime of DU links with the LP1 solution. Numeri-
cal and experimental results showed the statistics to be circular
Gaussian [1], [2] in such links. The RP1 term is the sum of
many weakly correlated contributions [see (2)], and by the cen-
tral limit theorem it thus has approximately Gaussian statistics.
Nevertheless, Gaussian statistics for A1(z, t) imply log-normal
statistics for the received LP1 field, which is inconsistent with
experimental observations. Our results confirm that eRP is better
than LP1 in predicting performance of DU links [11].

A. Numerical Implementation

There are two main different ways to write the NLI pertur-
bation Ã1(L, ω) of the RP method. The first one evaluates the
integral in closed-form over the distance, leaving a double inte-
gral over the frequency domain [6], [23], [28]

Ã1(L, ω) = −j

∫ ∫
K̃ (ω, ω1 , ω2) Ã(0, ω + ω1)Ã(0, ω + ω1)

× Ã∗(0, ω + ω1 + ω2)
dω1

2π

dω2

2π
(2)

where K̃(ω, ω1 , ω2) is the kernel of the optical link and we
assumed, for the sake of simplicity, scalar electric fields.

The main advantage of this approach is to summarize all the
properties of the optical link into a unique function, the kernel
[15], which highlights the FWM nature of both intra- and inter-
channel nonlinear effects; the disadvantage is the complexity of
the numerical evaluation of (2). If M is the number of discrete

frequency points, solving the double integral in (2) for each
frequency calls for a O(M 3) complexity, which can be easily
unmanageable for optical links of interest.

The second approach does not close the integral over the
distance z, expressing (2) in the following form [17], [18]

A1(L, t) = −j

∫ L

0
γ(z)hzL (t) ⊗NP (h0z (t) ⊗ A(0, t)) dz

(3)
where ⊗ indicates convolution, hsz (t) is the linear impulse
response from coordinate s to z

hsz (t) = F−1
{√

G(s, z)e−j
C ( s , z )

2 ω 2 −j
C s ( s , z )

6 ω 3
}

. (4)

G(s, z), C(s, z), Cs(s, z) are the cumulated gain, dispersion and
slope, respectively, between coordinate s and z, respectively

G(s, z) = e
∫ z

s (−α(x)+
∑

k log(Gk )δ(x−zk ))dx

C(s, z) =
∫ z

s

β2(x)dx, Cs(s, z) =
∫ z

s

β3(x)dx .

Gk is the power gain of the amplifier placed at coordinate zk ;
δ(x) is the Dirac’s delta function; α(x), β2(x), β3(x) are the
fiber attenuation, dispersion and third order dispersion at coordi-
nate x, respectively. Note in particular that C(z, s) = −C(s, z).
NP is a nonlinear operator, defined as

NP(U) =
(
|U |2 − 2P (z)

)
U (5)

with P (z) = P · G(0, z). Equation (5) defines the eRP local
nonlinear operator, which in the special case of P = 0 becomes
the operator N0 = |U |2 U of the classical RP method; on a
global scale one can simply move from RP to eRP as described
in Appendix A. A direct comparison of (3) and (2) reveals that
assuming 2 h̃0L (ω) = F {h0L (t)} = 1, and with third order
dispersive effects, the kernel is [12], [14], [23]

K̃ =
∫ L

0
γ(z)G(0, z)ejω1 ω2 [C (0,z )+CS (0,z )(ω+ ω 1 + ω 2

2 )]dz .

Equation (3) is more efficient than (2) for numerical evalu-
ation, since the convolutions can be efficiently performed by
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) in O(M log M ) operations [15].
Assuming a uniform discretization grid Δz for the integral in
z, an algorithm solving (3) is described in Fig. 2(b) as a con-
catenation of nonlinear (N) and linear (L) blocks. The nonlinear
block implements −jγNP(U)Δz, while the linear block hsz (t)
with z = s + Δz.

The “Parallel RP1” scheme [17], [18] exploits the integration
in z over parallel paths, a feature that can speed up the compu-
tation if a parallel simulation architecture is available [17], [29].
Please note that in each path only one nonlinear block is visited,
according to the first order perturbation theory.

For comparison, in Fig. 2(a) we also report the stan-
dard SSFM. It is worth noting that the SSFM accounts
for all-order nonlinearity by a nonlinear block NS(U) = U ·
exp(−jγ |U |2 Leff (Δz)).

2This assumption corresponds to having a post-compensating fiber at z = L
recovering all linear impairments of a transparent link.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. SSFM and RP1 algorithm. N, Ns : block implementing Kerr effect. L:
block implementing linear effects. An FFT/IFFT is performed at the input/output
of each cascade of linear blocks.

III. ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE GNRF

Aim of this section is to evaluate the PSD of A1(L, t), which
is the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function (ACF).
We proceed assuming a scalar electric field. Extension to the
dual-polarization case is discussed in Appendix C. We start
recalling a property of linear systems.

Lemma 1: Given two jointly stationary stochastic pro-
cesses A(t) and B(t) having cross-correlation RAB (τ) =
E [A(t + τ)B∗(t)], the cross-correlation function of

C(t) = hsz (t) ⊗ A(t)

and

D(t) = hld(t) ⊗ B(t)

is:

Rszld(τ) = E [C(t + τ)D∗(t)] = hszld(τ) ⊗ RAB (τ) (6)

where

hszld(τ)
�
=hsz (τ) ⊗ h∗

ld(−τ) (7)

Proof: See [30, Example 10–20, pp. 318–319]. �
We extensively use Lemma 1 to relate the ACF of the received

perturbation (3) to the ACF of the input field. The result is
expressed by the following theorem:

Theorem 2: If A(0, t) is a stationary circular complex Gaus-
sian process, the ACF of the eRP first-order perturbation
A1(L, t), defined by RL (τ) = E [A1(L, t + τ)A∗

1(L, t)], is

RL (τ) = 2
∫ L

0

∫ L

0
γ(z)γ(s)

× hzLsL (τ) ⊗N0 (h0z0s(τ) ⊗ R0(τ)) dzds (8)

with R0(τ) = E [A(0, t + τ)A∗(0, t)] the input ACF.
Proof: Using Lemma 1 we can write the ACF of A1(L, t) as:

RL (τ)=
∫ L

0

∫ L

0
γ(z)γ(s)hzL (τ) ⊗ h∗

sL (−τ) ⊗ RN(z, s, τ)dzds

where

RN(z, s, τ) = E [NP (U(z, t + τ))N∗
P (U(s, t))] (9)

with U(z, t) = h0z (t) ⊗ A(0, t). If we used the standard RP
nonlinear operator N0 in (9) we would simply have

R
R P

N (z, s, τ)=E
[
|U(z, t + τ)|2 U(z, t + τ) |U(s, t)|2 U ∗(s, t)

]

(10)
which involves 6th order moments. Since, by hypothesis, A(0, t)
is a complex Gaussian process, the real and imaginary parts of
U(z, t + τ) and U(s, t) follow a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion, being related to A(0, t) through a linear operation. In this
framework the ACF in (10) can be evaluated using the complex
Gaussian moment theorem [31], obtaining:

R
R P

N (z, s, τ) = 4Rzz (0)Rss(0)Rzs(τ) + 2 |Rzs(τ)|2 Rzs(τ)
(11)

where Rzs(τ) = E [U(z, t + τ)U ∗(s, t)]. The first term in (11)
corresponds in the scalar case to the last term in [12], (26)]. As
shown in Appendix B, when using instead the eRP nonlinear
operator Np in (9) the first term in (11) vanishes, so that:

RN(z, s, τ) = 2 |Rzs(τ)|2 Rzs(τ) = 2N0 (Rzs(τ)) (12)

which shows that the best eRP power P̂ discussed in Section II
is such as to eliminate any dependence on Rzz (0) and Rss(0)
in (11).

Using Lemma 1 we have:

RN(z, s, τ) = 2N0 (h0z (τ) ⊗ h∗
0s(−τ) ⊗ R0(τ)) .

Using definition (7) and Theorem 2 we finally have (8). �
The Fourier transform of (8) is a generalization of the GNRF

in [10], valid for any optical link. It can be further simplified by
introducing the dispersive filters:

dsz (τ) = F−1
{

e−j
C ( s , z )

2 ω 2 −j
C s ( s , z )

6 ω 3
}

dzsld(τ) = dzs(τ) ⊗ d∗ld(−τ)

obtaining

RL (τ) = 2
∫ L

0

∫ L

0
γ(z)γ(s)

√
G(z, L)G(s, L)G3(0, z)G3(0, s)

× dzLsL (τ) ⊗N0 (d0z0s(τ) ⊗ R0(τ)) dzds

= 2
∫ L

0

∫ L

0
γ(z)γ(s)G(0, z)G(0, s)

× dzs(τ) ⊗N0 (dsz (τ) ⊗ R0(τ)) dzds (13)

where we used the assumption that the optical link is transparent,
i.e., G(0, z)G(z, L) = 1 and the properties d̃zLsL (ω) = d̃zs(ω)
and d̃0z0s(ω) = d̃sz (ω) . The factor of 2 in (13) must be replaced
by 16/27 if the dual-polarization Manakov equation is used with
uncorrelated polarizations, as explained in Appendix C.

We now explore some cases of interest.

A. Single Span

A single span is a fiber of length L followed by an ideal
optical amplifier that recovers the fiber loss. The presence of
a pre- or post-compensating fiber does not have any impact,
since a unitary linear operation cannot change the statistics of a
circular GN. Assuming constant parameters along distance, we
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have

G(0, z)G(0, s) = e−α(z+s)

dsz (τ) = d0,z−s(τ)

and

d̃0x(ω) = e−j
β 2
2 ω 2 x−j

β 3
6 ω 3 x . (14)

With the change of variables x = z − s and y = z + s, (13)
becomes

RL (τ) = γ2
∫ L

−L

dx0(τ) ⊗N0(d0x(τ)⊗R0(τ))
∫

Λ
e−αydydx

(15)
where the domain Λ of integration is

Λ(x, y) = {x, y ∈ R : |x| < y < 2L − |x|} .

The integral in y can be solved in closed form, yielding

f(x)
�
=

∫ 2L−|x|

|x|
e−αydy =

⎧
⎨

⎩

2e−α L sinh
(
α(L−|x|)

)

α , α �= 0

2(L − |x|), α = 0.
(16)

In particular, we have the following asymptotic

lim
L→∞

f(x) =
e−αx

α
. (17)

For a single span the identity d−s,−z (τ) = d∗sz (−τ) holds.
Introducing the function

G̃0x(ω)
�
=F {dx0(τ) ⊗N0 (d0x(τ) ⊗ R0(τ))} (18)

we observe that G̃0,−x(ω) = G̃∗
0,x(ω) since R0(τ) has Her-

mitian symmetry, i.e., R0(τ) = R∗
0(−τ), and N0(A∗) =

(N0(A))∗. Exploiting this symmetry with the even symmetry
of f(x), the PSD of the NLI noise can be written as

G̃L (ω)
�
=F {RL (τ)} = 2γ2

∫ L

0



[
G̃0x(ω)

]
f(x)dx (19)

with 
{.} the real part.
It is worth noting that the double integral in (13) has been

reduced to a single integral, with great savings in numerical
computation.

B. Homogeneous Multi-Span

The optical link is here composed of N identical spans, each
of length zA , with dispersion and gain map shown in Fig. 3. The
transmission fibers have dispersion D while the in-line residual
dispersion per span is Din . DU links are a special case with
Din = D · zA . It is helpful to split the integrals as follows

RL (τ) = 2γ2
N −1∑

k,n=0

∫ (k+1)zA

kzA

∫ (n+1)zA

nzA

G(0, z)G(0, s)

× dzs(τ) ⊗N0 (dsz (τ) ⊗ R0(τ)) dzds

where L = N · zA is the link length. Introducing the local vari-
ables ξ = z − kzA and ν = s − nzA , by observing Fig. 3 we

Fig. 3. Dispersion map (top) and gain map (bottom) of an homogeneous
periodic optical link.

note the following

G(0, z)G(0, s) = e−α(ξ+ν )

dsz (τ) = d0,(k−n)ζ in +ξ−ν (τ)

where ζin = Din/D is the coordinate after which a dispersion
of Din has been cumulated 3. With the change of variables

x = ξ − ν, y = ξ + ν, m = k − n

we have

RL (τ) = γ2
N −1∑

m=−(N −1)

(N − |m|)
∫ zA

−zA

dmζ in +x,0(τ)

⊗N0 (d0,mζ in +x(τ) ⊗ R0(τ))
∫

Λ
e−αydydx . (20)

Following the same steps leading to (19) we finally have the
GNRF for multi-span systems as

G̃L (ω)= 2γ2
N −1∑

m=−(N −1)

(N − |m|)
∫ zA

0



[
G̃0,mζ in +x(ω)

]
f(x)dx

(21)
where: f(x) is defined in (16) and here it has to be used with
zA in place of L; G̃0x(ω) is defined in (18). Since G̃0x(ω) also
writes as

G̃0x =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
ejω1 ω2 [C (0,x)+CS (0,x)(ω+ ω 1 + ω 2

2 )]

× G̃0(ω + ω1)G̃0(ω + ω2)G̃0(ω + ω1 + ω2)
dω1

2π

dω2

2π

where G̃0(ω) = F {R0(τ)}, for DU links without 3rd order
dispersion, after some algebra, (21) becomes [10, (1)].

Equation (21) shows that the integral is limited to (0, zA).
Nevertheless, each term of the sum is properly weighted by
N − |m|. For instance, when m = 0 we have N equal contri-
butions, each corresponding to a particular span of the link.
These particular contributions are all equal because the cu-
mulated dispersion between the beginning of the optical link

3In particular, in DU links it is ζin = zA .
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Fig. 4. aNL coefficient [dB] versus index m of (21). The summation of all
points of the figure gives the final aNL . (Solid with “◦”): 15 channels. (Dashed
with “+”): 1 channel. SMF, 20 × 100 km DU link. R = 25 Gbaud.

and the beginning of the generic span does not change the
statistics of a circular GN, and thus is irrelevant. The terms
weighted by m = 1 account for the N − 1 combinations of
cross-correlations between two neighboring spans, and so on.
The author in [10] already reached similar conclusions, calling
the m = 0 and m �= 0 terms as incoherent and coherent noise
accumulation terms, respectively.

The largest contribution to the sum in (21) comes for m = 0,
as shown in Fig. 4 for both a single- and 15-channel Nyquist
WDM system with polarization division multiplexing (PDM)
signals of uncorrelated and statistically identical X and Y. The
figure shows aNL [dB], defined as the NLI variance (X + Y)
per unit power [6], evaluated for each value of m in (21) in a
20 × 100 km single-mode fiber (SMF) link (D = 17 ps/nm/km).
Note that the shape of aNL is almost of even symmetry, but not
exactly. The reason is related to the fact that G̃0,mζ i n +x(ω) is not
an even function of m, but the symmetry is satisfied as m → ∞.

Equation (21) highlights the fact that the scaling law of the
NLI PSD with the number of spans N is not linear [10], [32].
Assuming a linear scaling actually corresponds to neglecting
all span cross-contributions m �= 0. According to Fig. 4, such
contributions are negligible in WDM transmission, where the
m = 0 term is by far dominant, but not in single channel trans-
mission, in agreement with what observed in [10], [32]. We will
return to this point in Section IV.

C. Example: Gaussian Spectrum

The convolutions in (18) can be evaluated in closed form for
a Gaussian shaped spectrum and neglecting fiber’s third order
dispersion. A Gaussian function is form invariant under the
Fourier transform

ηω (σ2)
�
= e−

ω 2

2 σ 2
F−1

←→
√

σ2

2π
e−

τ 2 σ 2
2 ≡

√
σ2

2π
ητ

(
1
σ2

)

.

We derive a closed form expression of (18) by mimicking the
steps of an algorithm. Hence, first we perform the inner linear
filtering, then the nonlinear operator, finally the inverse GVD
filtering. Starting from F {R0(τ)} = ηω (σ2), after each step
the PSD is:

1) After inner linear filter (which also defines B)

ηω

(
σ2

1 + jσ2β2x

)

= ηω (B)

2) Returning back to time
√

B

2π
ητ

(
1
B

)

3) After N0(.)

B

2π

√
B∗

2π
ητ

(
1

2B + B∗

)

4) Returning back to frequency

B

2π

√
B∗

2π

√
2π

2B + B∗ ηω (2B + B∗)

5) After outer linear filter

G̃0x(ω) =
B
√

B∗

2π
√

2B + B∗ ηω

(
2B + B∗

1 − (2B + B∗)jβ2x

)

.

Substituting the definition of B given at point 2) in the final
expression we have

G̃0x(ω) =
σ2e

− ω 2

2 σ 2
1−j 3 β 2 x σ 2

3−j β 2 x σ 2

2π
√

3 + j2β2xσ2 + β2
2 x2σ4

. (22)

Substitution in (21) yields the final PSD in single-integral
form, which is very fast to numerically evaluate. For instance,
such an expression can be used to double-check the more gen-
eral algorithm proposed in this paper for debugging purposes.
The Gaussian spectrum can also be used to infer the NLI PSD
in presence of a very wide input WDM spectrum without re-
sorting to FFT. To this purpose, we relate σ to the bandwidth
BWDM of the WDM transmission having the same NLI vari-
ance at the system output. We evaluated 300 different systems,
whose random parameters were uniformly chosen in the fol-
lowing range: number of channels (1 to 31); number of spans
(5 to 100); symbol rate (5 to 28 Gbaud); fiber dispersion (2 to
30 ps/nm/km). Each system was a Nyquist WDM, whose cen-
tral channel was detected through a matched filter. We found
that σ/BWDM = 8.16 gives a best NLI variance fit, with error
within 0.1 dB of the true value when the number of channels is
larger than 10.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION

In the previous equations we faced convolutions with disper-
sive filters like d̃0x(ω) in (14). When the cumulated dispersion
is large, the dispersion makes the phase of d̃0x(ω) oscillate very
fast with ω, a condition that suggests to use the saddlepoint
approximation to approximate the linear convolution. Such ap-
proximation is the topic of this section. We start by briefly re-
calling without proof the basic result of the saddlepoint approx-
imation, which for a purely oscillating function is also called
the method of the stationary phase [22].

Theorem 3 (Stationary phase approximation (SPA)): Assume
that the real function φ(ω) has a unique saddlepoint ω0 such
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that φ′(ω0) = 0. The integral

r(κ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
G(ω)ejκφ(ω ) dω

2π

has the asymptotic behavior

r(κ) ∼ ej[κφ(ω0 )+sgn(φ ′′(ω0 )) π
4 ]

√
2πκ |φ′′(ω0)|

G(ω0), κ → ∞ .

Note that the theorem requires κ → ∞ to hold, which cor-
responds to assuming G(ω) is slowly varying compared to the
oscillations of the phase. This requirement is generally not sat-
isfied by the Fourier transform of an electric field, which is
normally extremely nervous with fast variations; on the other
hand, a PSD is normally slowly varying since it averages out
the mentioned variations of the Fourier transform according to
the periodogram interpretation.

Our target is to evaluate (21) using the SPA. For the sake
of simplicity we neglect third order dispersion. The problem is
thus to evaluate

G̃0s(ω) = F {ds0(τ) ⊗N0 (d0s(τ) ⊗ R0(τ))} .

We start by the inner convolution within the nonlinear
operator

Ps(τ) = d0s(τ) ⊗ R0(τ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
G̃0(ω)e−j

β 2
2 ω 2 s+jωτ dω

2π
.

(23)
Here φ(ω) = − β2

2 ω2s + ωτ , thus the saddlepoint is

φ′(ω0) = 0 ⇒ ω0 =
τ

β2s
.

We further have:

φ(ω0) =
1
2

τ 2

β2s
, φ′′(ω0) = −β2s .

Equation (23) using the SPA becomes:

Ps(τ) � G̃0

(
τ

β2s

)
ej τ 2

2 β 2 s −j sgn(β2 s) π
4

√
2π |β2s|

. (24)

The variable s has to be replaced with mζin + x to eval-
uate (21). It turns out that for the SPA to hold, we need
|β2 (mζin + x)| � 1, which, for instance, is unsatisfied for
x � 0 and m = 0.

After the nonlinear step we have:

N0 (Ps(τ)) � G̃3
0

(
τ

β2s

)
ej τ 2

2 β 2 s −j sgn(β2 s) π
4

(2π |β2s|)3/2 . (25)

To complete the evaluation we have to move to the frequency
domain and apply the inverse dispersion. This step is exactly
the undo of the step that leads to (24). Moreover, since (25) has
the same functional behavior of (24), we infer that undoing the
dispersion using the SPA yields:

G̃0s(ω) � G̃3
0 (ω)

2π |β2s|
. (26)

Returning back to the original variable:

G̃0,mζ in +x(ω) � G̃3
0 (ω)

2π |β2 (mζin + x)| , |β2 (mζin + x)| � 1 .

(27)

Fig. 5. Coefficient aNL versus fiber dispersion including only selected m

indexes in the summation (21). The PSD G̃0 ,m ζ in +x (ω) has been evaluated by
FFT of (18) or by the stationary phase approximation (27) (dashed line). Note
that for large dispersions the scaling is 1/β2 , according to (27). 15 channels,
R = 25 Gbaud, Nyquist WDM, DU 20 × 100 km link.

Note that a dependence on G̃3
0(ω) indicates that cross-channel

effects do not affect the NLI variance, as confirmed by the
coincidence of m �= 0 terms in single-channel and WDM cases
in Fig. 4. This way, the m = 0 term increasingly contributes to
the NLI PSD for increasing number of channels.

Equation (27) suggests a scaling rule4 with 1/β2 , in agree-
ment with [10, (20)]. This indication is confirmed by Fig. 5,
which shows aNL versus fiber dispersion for a Nyquist WDM
made of 15 channels at R = 25 Gbaud each. As expected, the
SPA (dashed line) holds at not too small dispersions, where
it instead predicts a divergence of G̃0,mζ in +x(ω) that does not
match the real behavior. It is worth noting that the term m = 0
dominates at large dispersions, even if the contribution of m �= 0
terms cannot be neglected [32] (e.g., “all m” curve and m = 0
curve differ by 0.7 dB at D = 17 ps/nm/km). Even if not shown
here, the cross-point between the m = 0 and m �= 0 curves
moves at higher dispersions for decreasing R (e.g., 2 ps/nm/km
at R = 5 Gbaud).

Using (27) and (17) it is possible to simplify (21) for m �= 0
in the limit α |mζin | > αzA � 1. Calling this PSD G̃cc

L (ω), we
get

G̃cc
L (ω) � 2γ2

∑

m �=0

(N − |m|)
∫ zA

0

G̃3
0 (ω) e−αx

2π |β2 (mζin + x)α|dx

= 2γ2
∑

m �=0

(N − |m|) G̃3
0 (ω) eαmζ in

× Γ (0, αmζin ) − Γ (0, αmζin + zA)
2πα |β2 | sgn (mζin)

� 2γ2 G̃3
0 (ω)

2πα2 |β2ζin |
∑

m �=0

(N − |m|)
|m| (28)

4This scaling rule is of concern in the numerical solution of (21) us-
ing typical quadrature routines at fixed absolute tolerance. For instance, al-

though a
∫

f (x )
a dx =

∫
f (x)dx, the number of function evaluations done by

quad.m in MATLAB depends on the value of a. Hence, we suggest to scale
R0 (τ ) by |β2 |1/3 before calling a quadrature routine, and to undo the scaling
after the call.
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Fig. 6. Top: aNL versus FFT size M at different index m of the summation
in (21). Single channel, R = 28 Gbaud, SMF 20 × 100 km DU link.

where in the last step we used the asymptotic expansion of the in-
complete Gamma function, i.e., Γ(0, z) ∼ e−z /z. Equation (28)
matches with [10, (20)] 5 after extending it to dual-polarization
(see Appendix C), except that (28) applies to all ω, not only
at ω = 0 as in [10, (20)]. We verified that for a R = 25 Gbaud
15-channel PDM Nyquist WDM system propagating into a SMF
20 × 100 km DU link, the last approximation in (28) yields an
error smaller than 0.2 dB on aNL compared to direct evaluation
of the integral. We can conclude that, under the hypotheses of
(28), the cross-correlation between spans scales as the inverse
of the cumulated dispersion between the spans.

In the opposite limit of |β2 (mζin + x)| � 1 one can still use
the SPA, but in the time domain. In this case one simply obtains
Ps(τ) � R0(τ), as it can be inferred directly by the observation
that in such a case d0s(τ) � δ(τ). This way R0s(τ) = R3

0(τ),
thus independent of dispersion, as confirmed by the flatness of
the m = 0 curve at low dispersions in Fig. 5. Hence, the SPA
is able to capture the asymptotic behavior of the PSD in both
small and high dispersion regimes.

A. Implications on Numerical Evaluation of NLI Variance

The SPA is actually more accurate than the direct integration
through “practical” FFT for very large dispersions. The reason
is related to the large window size required by the FFT, which is
proportional to the product D · R2 [33]. When this number is too
large, the window size is too large so that truncation is necessary,
which automatically translates into aliasing. Fig. 6 explains this
observation by an example in single channel PDM transmission
of a rectangular transmitted spectrum. The simulation consisted
of measuring the coefficient aNL using (21) for different values
of m at increasing FFT window lengths. As expected, large
cumulated dispersions, i.e., large m, call for large FFT sizes to
observe convergence. On the other hand, (27) does not suffer
from aliasing and improves in accuracy at increasing dispersion,
making it the right choice in the strongly dispersive regime.
This observation suggests to identify a proper threshold χ such
that for all coordinates x in (21) satisfying |mζin + x| < χ the
convolutions in (18) are evaluated by FFT, otherwise by the
asymptotic expansion (27). It turns out that the FFT must not

5A typo in [10, (20)] missed the factor G3
W DM .

Fig. 7. Block diagram for the evaluation of (21), here expressed as G̃L (ω) =
2γ2

∑
m

(N − m)G̃(m )
L (ω). The integral in z is discretized over M nodes,

weighted by coefficients wk according to the adopted quadrature scheme. Each
FFT is sized against the cumulated dispersion at coordinate χ.

Fig. 8. Discrepancy between aNL estimated by full FFT-based convolutions in
(18) and by the proposed mixture of stationary phase approximation/FFT using
a threshold equal to |D|χR2 = 105 Gbaud2 ·ps/nm. For coordinates smaller
than χ we used FFT, otherwise the stationary phase approximation. Random
DU link, see text.

be sized against the worst case of cumulated dispersion, but just
against the cumulated dispersion at the threshold coordinate
χ, with great savings in memory allocation and computational
time. The general algorithm is sketched in Fig. 7. Note that when
the SPA cannot be used the algorithm resembles the parallel RP1
in Fig. 2, with one nonlinear block per branch.

We estimated a good value for χ by testing 150 different
DU links with uniformly distributed parameters in the range:
dispersion, from 2 to 30 ps/nm/km; number of spans, from 1
to 60; roll-off, from 0 to 1; symbol rate, from 5 to 40 Gbaud;
number of channels, from 3 to 51; bandwidth efficiency, defined
as the ratio between the channel spacing and the symbol rate,
from 0.2 to the maximum value avoiding spectral overlap. We
first performed the estimation by a full FFT-based simulation
with FFT bandwidth of at least three times the WDM bandwidth
and frequency resolution of at least R/32768. Then, we repeated
the estimation with the suggested mixture of SPA/FFT algorithm
for varying χ. Fig. 8 shows the estimated error between the two
approaches, using |D|χR2 = 105 Gbaud2 ·ps/nm. The error is
less than 0.1 dB in a wide range of bandwidth efficiencies,
confirming that in practical situations one can safely use the
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proposed threshold to speed up computation. As a reference,
evaluating aNL as in Fig. 7 for a 50 GHz spaced 31-channel
system, with R = 25 Gbaud, propagating either into a SMF DU
20 × 100 km or 120 × 50 km link took 5s using MATLAB on
a INTEL i7-3520M processor.

B. Best PSD Minimizing NLI Variance

The GN model is a simple tool to estimate the performance
of a DU link, and thus can be used to optimize a transmission.
Using the asymptotic expression of the PSD (27) we can prove
the following theorem:

Theorem 4 (Flat is optimal): Using the asymptotic expression
(27), the PSD G̃0(ω) minimizing the NLI noise variance, eval-
uated over a frequency-bandwidth B and for a fixed transmitted
power P , is a rectangular function of width 2πB.

Proof: As per (27), the asymptotic expansion of the NLI PSD
is proportional to G̃3

0(ω). We are thus searching for G̃0(ω) such
that this integral is minimum

∫ πB

−πB

G̃3
0(ω)

dω

2π
(29)

subject to the input power constraint
∫ πB

−πB

G̃0(ω)
dω

2π
= P . (30)

The solution is obtained solving the Euler–Lagrange equation
for isoperimetric problems [34, p. 48]. Such equation writes as

dG̃3
0

dG̃0
− λ

dG̃0

dG̃0
= 3G̃2

0 − λ = 0 (31)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution is G̃0(ω) =√
λ/3. Inserting in the constraint (30) we get

G̃0(ω)
∣
∣
∣
opt

=

{
P/B |ω| < 2πB

0 else
(32)

i.e., the best PSD is flat over the available bandwidth. �
As discussed in Section IV-A, (27) does not generally hold

for coordinates lower than χ, corresponding to small cumulated
dispersions, thus making Theorem 4 apparently weak. However,
in such a regime one can use the SPA in the time domain,
and obtain Rz (τ) ∝ R3

0(τ), as shown at the end of Section IV.
The extra contribution of this term to (29) is proportional to∫ ∞
−∞ R3

0(τ)h(−τ)dτ , h(τ) being the impulse response of the
detection filter, equal to Bsinc (Bτ) in (29). Since R0(τ) is the
ACF of the WDM signal, thus of bandwidth much larger than B
for practical WDM spectra, R0(τ) can safely be substituted by
R0(0) in the previous integral. Hence, the extra term is almost
independent of the shape of R0(τ), thus with no impact on the
functional derivative (31).

The following numerical observations corroborate
Theorem 4. As in Fig. 5, we fixed the channel spacing
to 25 GHz and the channel bandwidth to the same value
(Nyquist WDM for a total of 15 channels), and measured aNL
when shaping the per-channel input PSD as described in Fig. 9.
The one-sided PSD was sampled at 11 equally spaced points
(nodes), and then the corresponding samples were interpolated

Fig. 9. Per-channel input PSD. Within the channel bandwidth we selected 11
equally spaced random values and interpolated those values to get the whole
input PSD at all in-band frequencies. The maximum excursion from the flat
spectrum was constrained within ±Δ dB.

Fig. 10. histogram of aNL using 15 channels with a SMF DU 20 × 100 km
link. Δ = 3 dB (see Fig. 9).

by a Piecewise Cubic Hermite interpolation (function pchip
of MATLAB). The two-sided PSD was of even symmetry.

Starting from a flat PSD having full-width bandwidth of
25 GHz, each node was perturbed by multiplying it by a uni-
formly distributed random number with a maximum excursion
of±3 dB, see Fig. 9. The per-channel power was finally restored
to a fixed value P . 300 different random seeds were tested and
for each seed we measured the corresponding aNL . The low-
pass filter at the receiver was in any case of rectangular shape
with bandwidth 25 GHz. The histogram of the realizations of
the random variable aNL is reported in Fig. 10. None of the 300
seeds provided an aNL value lower than that obtained with a flat
PSD.

V. CONCLUSION

An alternative framework to derive and analyze the GN model
has been proposed. We showed that the GNRF comes from a
first-order eRP solution of the propagation equation, which is
a first-order Volterra expansion in a suitable reference system.
We provided a rigorous alternative derivation of the GNRF by
working in the time domain. The new proof has been exploited
to build an efficient algorithm for the numerical evaluation of
the NLI noise variance for any input PSD.

We also explored an asymptotic expansion of the GNRF,
showing that it can be safely used in a strongly dispersive
scenario. Such an approximation has interesting physical con-
sequences. For instance, using it we are able to prove that the
best input PSD minimizing the NLI noise in a fixed bandwidth
and constrained to a fixed power is the flat spectrum.
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Finally, in Appendix C we proved the extension of the GNRF
to dual polarization including possible correlations between the
polarization tributaries.

APPENDIX A

RELATION BETWEEN ERP AND RP

In this Appendix we relate the eRP solution to the RP one,
showing that it is possible to move from one solution to the
other by a simple transformation. For the sake of simplicity we
refer to single polarization transmission, but the result holds
even in PDM. According to [18], the 0th term of RP expansion
(unperturbed solution) is

A0(z, t) = h0z (t) ⊗ A(0, t) .

Using (3) we have

A1(L, t) = −j

∫ L

0
γ(z)hzL (t) ⊗NP (A0(z, t)) dz

where Np is defined in (5). The RP however uses N0 as the
nonlinear operator, hence

ARP
1 (z, t) = −j

∫ L

0
γ(z)hzL (t) ⊗

(
|A0(z, t)|2 A0(z, t)

)
dz

AeRP
1 (z, t) = ARP

1 + j

∫ L

0
γ(z)hzL (t) ⊗ (P (z)A0(z, t)) dz

where P (z) = P · G(0, z) was defined in Section. II-A. Since
hzL (t) ⊗ h0z (t) = h0L (t) we finally have

AeRP
1 (L, t) = ARP

1 (L, t) + jA0(L, t)
∫ L

0
γ(z)P (z)dz. (33)

For a periodic system of N spans the last integral is ΦNL(P ).

APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (11) AND (12)

To derive such equations we use the complex Gaussian mo-
ment theorem [31]:

Theorem 5: Let U1 , U2 , . . . , U2k be zero-mean jointly circu-
lar Gaussian random variables. Then

E [U ∗
1 U ∗

2 · · ·U ∗
k Uk+1Uk+2 · · ·U2k ]

=
∑

π

E
[
U ∗

π1
Uk+1

]
E

[
U ∗

π2
Uk+2

]
· · ·E

[
U ∗

πk
U2k

]
(34)

where (π1 , π2 , . . . , πk ) are a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , k) and∑
π indicates summation over all k! possible permutations.
In the special case of k = 3 we have

E [U ∗
1 U ∗

2 U ∗
3 U4U5U6 ]

= E [U ∗
1 U4 ] (E [U ∗

2 U5 ] E [U ∗
3 U6 ] + E [U ∗

2 U6 ] E [U ∗
3 U5 ])

+ E [U ∗
1 U5 ] (E [U ∗

2 U4 ] E [U ∗
3 U6 ] + E [U ∗

2 U6 ] E [U ∗
3 U4 ])

+ E [U ∗
1 U6 ] (E [U ∗

2 U4 ] E [U ∗
3 U5 ] + E [U ∗

2 U5 ] E [U ∗
3 U4 ]) .

After substitution for U1,4,5 = U(z, t + τ) and U2,3,6 =
U(s, t) we obtain four terms equal to Rzz (0)Rss(0)Rzs(τ)

and two terms equal to |Rzs(τ)|2 Rzs(τ), with Rzs(τ) =
E [U(z, t + τ)U ∗(s, t)]. The contributions sum up to (11).

In the eRP case, using P (z) = 2Rzz (0) we have

RN(z, s, τ) = E [NP (U(z, t + τ))N∗
P (U(s, t))]

= E [N0 (U(z, t + τ))N∗
0 (U(s, t))]

− P (s)E
[
|U(z, t + τ)|2 U(z, t + τ)U ∗(s, t)

]

− P (z)E
[
|U(s, t)|2 U ∗(s, t)U(z, t + τ)

]

+ P (s)P (z)E [U(z, t + τ)U ∗(s, t)] .

The first term on the right-hand side is (11). The last term is
4Rzz (0)Rss(0)Rzs(τ). The two mid terms can be evaluated by
the complex Gaussian moment theorem, obtaining:

E
[
|U(z, t + τ)|2 U(z, t + τ)U ∗(s, t)

]
= 2Rzz (0)Rzs(τ)

E
[
|U(s, t)|2 U ∗(s, t)U(z, t + τ)

]
= 2Rss(0)Rzs(τ)

and hence (12) is obtained.

APPENDIX C

EXTENSION TO DUAL POLARIZATION

With two polarizations, we are dealing with a column vector
electric field �A(z, t) = [Ax(z, t), Ay (z, t)] propagating in an
optical system that can be described by the Manakov equation.
All linear operators can be described by matrices, which in ab-
sence of linear vectorial effects (e.g., PMD) remain proportional
to the identity matrix. Each ACF generalizes into a correlation
matrix. For instance, the key step (10) generalizes to evaluating
the matrix:

RRP
N (z, s, τ) = E

[
�A†(z, t + τ) �A(z, t + τ) �A(z, t + τ)

× �A†(s, t) �A†(s, t) �A(s, t)
]
. (35)

where † indicates transpose-conjugate. Introducing the ma-
trix Rzs(τ) = E[ �A(z, t + τ) �A†(s, t)] we can evaluate (35) by
straightforward application of the complex Gaussian moment
theorem in Appendix B, obtaining

RRP
N (z, s, τ) = PRzsP† +

(
tr

[
R†

zsRzs

]
I + RzsR†

zs

)
Rzs

(36)
where I is the identity matrix, tr indicates trace of a matrix and

P
�
= tr [Rzz (0)] I + Rzz (0). Note that P does not depend on z

by the law of conservation of energy.
The nonlinear operator (5) in dual polarization becomes

NP(�U) =
(
�U †�UI − P̂

)
�U

where P̂ is a positive semi-definite matrix that generalizes the
scalar coefficient P̂ of the scalar eRP to dual polarization. Gen-
eralizing the choice leading to (12), we choose P̂ in such a way
as to remove any dependence on Rzz (0) and Rss(0) in (36).
This goal can be achieved by using P̂ = P. As a sanity check,
note that P reduces to twice the average power in the scalar
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case, as in Fig. 1. In the eRP case we thus finally have

RN(z, s, τ) =
(
tr

[
R†

zsRzs

]
I + RzsR†

zs

)
Rzs . (37)

If X and Y polarizations are uncorrelated at z = 0, when linear
effects operate by a diagonal matrix, they remain uncorrelated at
any z since neither the nonlinear effect (37) nor the linear effect
can create correlations. In this case, Rzs is a diagonal matrix,
and thus it is exactly (37). For instance, the (1,1) element of
(37) becomes (2R(1,1)

zs + R(2,2)
zs )R(1,1)

zs , where R(i,j )
zs indicates

element (i, j) of matrix Rzs . If Rzs is further proportional to
I, i.e., X and Y are uncorrelated and carry the same PSD, we
can still use the scalar theory introduced in Section III by using:
i) a nonlinear index 8

9 γ in place of γ; ii) a factor 3 in place of
2 in (12); iii) a per-polarization PSD G̃0(ω), corresponding to
G̃WDM(ω)/2 of [10]. Overall, the PSD of the total NLI noise
(adding X and Y PSDs) in dual uncorrelated polarizations is
related to the total input PSD by replacing the factor 2 in (21)
by

( 8
9

)2 × 3 ×
( 1

2

)3 × 2 = 16
27 [10]. Note that in this case the

ratio Φ̂/ΦNL of Fig. 1 saturates to 3/2 instead of 2.
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